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Young readers will enjoy the Berenstain Bears’ Christmas tree adventure as the cubs and their family search for the perfect tree in this addition to the Living Lights™ series of Berenstain Bears books. Children will learn about the importance of kindness and how loving your fur-neighbors can go a long way. The
Berenstain Bears’ Christmas Tree—part of the popular Zonderkidz Living Lights series of books—is perfect for: Early readers ages 4-8 Reading out loud during Advent or the holiday season—with over 70 pages featuring beautiful, colorful illustrations from this classic series Holiday gift exchanges or as an Advent gift
Sparking conversations about the true meaning behind Christmas and how to spread love and kindness The Berenstain Bears’ Christmas Tree is an addition to the Living Lights™ series, which: Features the hand-drawn artwork of the Berenstain family Continues in the much-loved footsteps of Stan and Jan Berenstain with the
Berenstain Bears series of books Is part of one of the bestselling children’s book series ever created, with more than 250 books published and nearly 300 million copies sold to date
Perfect for Easter or celebrating bunnies all year round. A charming follow-up to the classic Beginner Book It’s Not Easy Being a Bunny! P.J. Funnybunny is back and more lovable than ever in this sweet, funny sequel. P.J. Funnybunny is not having a good day. His mom won't let him eat ice cream for breakfast. She
won't let him hang upside down from a tree. She won't even let him watch a scary movie! P.J. visits Potts Pig, whose mom lets them do all those things. But when he gets a stomachache and has a bad dream, P.J. Funnybunny realizes that--while it's fun to be a pig--it's better being a bunny! This new tale of selfdiscovery is the perfect Easter treat for beginning readers and bunny fans of all ages!
"When the brother and sister from "One Fish Two Fish Red Fish Blue Fish" visit a pet store to pick a pet, naturally, they can't pick just one. How will they decide?"--.
Drawings and verse point out the many things that are wrong one wacky Wednesday.
Christmas Is Golden
Hand, Hand, Fingers, Thumb
How to Help the Earth-By the Lorax
My Book about Me, by Me Myself
Put Me in the Zoo

A boy and rabbit both have two eyes that see all kinds of things, from blue and red to a bird and a bed.
"A rhymed introduction to real and imaginary animals featuring illustrations from classic books by Dr. Seuss"-An exuberant infant is lifted high in the air by Mommy, kissed on the tummy by Daddy, and snuggled by a puppy.
Join Dr. Seuss's Thing One and Thing Two as they give thanks for the simple pleasures of the season--from the leaves they rake to the pies they bake!
What Pet Should I Get?
Dr. Seuss's 1 2 3
Dr. Seuss's Book of Colors
Dr. Seuss's Beginner Book Collection
It's Better Being a Bunny
A collection of songs for beginning singers with cartoon drawings on every page
These fabulous, whimsical paintings, created for his own pleasure and never shown to the public, show Geisel (a.k.a. Dr. Seuss) in a whole new light. Depicting outlandish creatures in otherworldly settings, the paintings use a dazzling rainbow of hues not seen in the primary-color palette of his books for children, and exhibit a sophisticated and often quite unrestrained side of the artist. 65 color
illustrations.
This simple rhymed riff about color is illustrated with art from some of the most beloved--and colorful--works by Dr. Seuss.
Dr. Seuss creates another timeless picture-book classic with The Sneetches and Other Stories. Are you a Star-Belly Sneetch or a Plain-Belly Sneetch? This delightful book contains four tales with deliciously subtle takes on how silly it is to be, well, silly. “The Sneetches,” “The Zax,” “Too Many Daves,” and “What Was I Scared Of?” make this energetic compilation a must-have for every library.
Full of Dr. Seuss’s signature rhymes and unmistakable characters, it’s perfect for new and lifelong Seuss fans. This Read & Listen edition contains audio narration.
What If Everybody Did That?
The Cat in the Hat Song Book
Hop on Pop
The Nose Book
The Sneetches and Other Stories: Read & Listen Edition

Easy-to-read rhyming text describes what can be done on a drum with hand, fingers, and thumb.
A new gift book all about Christmas, featuring the beloved and classic art of Little Golden Books! Wrap yourself in the warmth and joy of Christmas with this lyrical celebration of the holidays. With lush, classic art from your favorite yuletide Little Golden Books, this snowy winter wonderland--full of shimmering lights, warm gingerbread, and friendly carolers--will make the perfect addition to
your holiday traditions.
A youngster plans a huge, spectacular party, inviting friends whose names begin with every letter from A to Z. However, Hooper Humperdink isn't on the list. Children can find out why in this early reader. Full color.
As topical today as when it was first published in 1938, this book tells of Bartholomew Cubbins (from Caldecott Honor winner Bartholomew and the Oobleck) and his unjust treatment at the hands of King Derwin. Each time Bartholomew attempts to obey the king’s order to take off his hat, he finds there is another hat on his head. Soon it is Bartholomew’s head that is in danger . . . of being
chopped off! While The 500 Hats is one of Dr. Seuss’s earliest works, it is nevertheless totally Seussian, addressing subjects that we know the good doctor was passionate about: abuse of power (as in Yertle the Turtle), rivalry (as in The Sneetches), and of course, zany good humor!
The Secret Art of Dr. Seuss
I Am Horton
Dr. Seuss's Second Beginner Book Collection
There's a Wocket in my Pocket
The Eye Book
A board book based on Horton Hears a Who! for Dr. Seuss's youngest fans--perfect for showing the rewards of being kind! Horton the Elephant describes how life in the Jungle of Nool has changed for the better since he heard--and saved--the tiny Whos in this sweet, sturdy board book based on Horton Hears a Who! Written in simple rhymed verse and aimed at toddlers and preschoolers, it's a perfect introduction to one of Dr.
Seuss's most beloved characters and happiest stories. Now everyone in the family--even pre-readers--can share in the joy when Horton's kindness and perseverance saves the Whos and inspires his jungle friends to change their ways! Fans of I Am Horton will want to check out these other super-simple board book introductions to classic Dr. Seuss characters: I Am Sam-I-Am; I Am the Lorax; I Am Max; and I Am Cindy-lou Who!
Easy-to-read rhyme cites a number of common household items.
Collects six Beginner Books stories about different body parts.
A rhyming story about noses of all kinds.
Hooper Humperdink--? Not Him!
There's a Zamp in My Lamp!
Little Green Box of Bright and Early Board Books
Swamp Water
Dr. Seuss's Book of Animals

Presents a rhyming story that helps build early reading skills and offers simple suggestions for going green, from reducing waste and saving energy to donating used objects and recycling.
Rhyming text introduces counting, in a text with art from Dr. Seuss books.
In this silly Bright and Early Book classic by Dr. Seuss, a young boy goes exploring in his house and finds an array of fun characters! Are you certain there’s a Jertain in the curtain? Or have you ever had a feeling there’s a Geeling on the ceiling? From the pesky Nooth Grush on a tooth brush to a sleepy Zelf up on the shelf, There’s a Wocket
in My Pocket will have young readers eager to explore their homes and the wonders of rhyming and wordplay. Combining brief and funny stories, easy words, catchy rhythm, and lively illustrations, Bright and Early Books are an ideal way to introduce the joys of reading to children.
Such entries as American ants, birds on bikes, and cow in car are in this alphabet book.
Wacky Wednesday
Huggy Kissy
Dr. Seuss's Thankful Things
The 500 Hats of Bartholomew Cubbins
I Wrote It! I Drew It!
A child learns that there are consequences for thoughtless behavior, from feeding popcorn to a bear at the zoo to dropping an empty can out of a car window.
Pairs of rhyming words are used in simple sentences to help beginning readers understand the use of words and phrases.
First published: New York: Beginner Books, 1966 under the pseudonym Theo LeSieg.
The young reader may fill in the appropriate personal data to complete his "very own" autobiography.
The Alphabet Book
The Tooth Book
Sam and the Firefly
Maybe You Should Fly a Jet! Maybe You Should Be a Vet!
If I Ran the Zoo

Four of THE most beloved Dr. Seuss Bright and Early Board Books in a sturdy box with a plastic handle! Inside this cheery green box are abridged board book editions of the Dr. Seuss classics Fox in Socks, Mr. Brown Can Moo! Can You?, There's a Wocket in My Pocket!, and Dr. Seuss's ABC. Secured by a tuck closure and perfect for travel, this cute set makes a literacy-nurturing gift, perfect for babies
and toddlers. And if you are looking to give a really special gift, pair this collection with The Little Blue Box of Bright and Early Board Books by Dr. Seuss!
A large, spotted animal discovers he really belongs in a circus, not a zoo. On board pages.
What’s a person to do when there is so much to do? Dr. Seuss adds his signature spin to the age-old dilemma of indecisiveness in his rhyming picture-book classic Hunches in Bunches. Go outside, play video games, eat a pizza, do homework? Whether you have a “four-way hunch,” a “nowhere hunch,” or an “up hunch,” Dr. Seuss and his unmistakable one-of-a-kind advice will ensure that readers of all
ages won’t get “ga-fluppted.”
Offers five classic Dr. Seuss tales, including the story of the return of the mischievous Cat in the Hat with his Little Cat friends.
Dr. Seuss's Happy Birthday, Baby!
Hunches in Bunches
The Berenstain Bears' Christmas Tree
My Big Book of Beginner Books about Me
In a People House
Offers five classic Dr. Seuss tales, including the popular story featuring a rainy day visit by the Cat in the Hat.
Unavailable for almost 20 years, a little-known Dr. Seuss book about careers gets a fresh new look! Wildly imaginative and told in rollicking rhyme, this beginning reader about careers could ONLY have been written by Dr. Seuss! Featuring a mix of real jobs (like firefighter, doctor, teacher, farmer, etc.) and Seussian ones (including perfume smeller, fishbone boner, bass-drum banger, and roller coaster
owner), it will incite plenty of giggles while planting the seed of a serious idea: that everyone needs to do something in life, and there are LOTS of choices! Fully illustrated with charming new art (featuring a multicultural cast in nontraditional gender roles), this is a great choice for home and classroom use! Launched in 1957 with The Cat in the Hat and written specifically for emergent readers, Beginner
Books combine an exacting blend of simple words and fun pictures that encourage children to read--all by themselves.
Victoria's grandma takes her out for a special, fancy birthday lunch. But how special can a restaurant be if it doesn't serve hamburgers or tacos or PB & J? Victoria is about to find out!
Sam the Owl and Gus the Firefly literally light up the sky in this classic Beginner Book edited by Dr. Seuss. In Sam and the Firefly, P. D. Eastman (author of Are You My Mother? and Go, Dog. Go!) introduces us to the dynamic duo of Sam and Gus, who soar through the air writing words in the night sky. But when Gus’s words end up causing confusion and chaos for the people on the ground, it’s up to
Sam to help Gus “write” his wrongs. Originally created by Dr. Seuss, Beginner Books encourage children to read all by themselves, with simple words and illustrations that give clues to their meaning. "...provides interest, suspense and word repetition. Illustrations excellent. Recommended."--(starred) School Library Journal.
Come Over to My House
Rhyming text and illustrations briefly point out what animals have teeth, their uses, and how to care for them.
"With Seussian stuff to touch, spin, and sniff. Based on and inspired by Dr. Seuss's Happy birthday to you!"--Cover.
In Dr. Seuss tradition, another bright and colourful rhyming story to amuse children and adults alike.
Gerald tells of the very unusual animals he would add to the zoo, if he were in charge.
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